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WEEKLY UPDATE JUNE 18-24, 2023 
THE BOARD SUMMER RECESS RUNS JUNE 25 – JULY 8, 2023. THE 

WEEKLY UPDATE WILL BE SUSPENDED UNTIL JULY 9, 2023. 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

PARASITIC “PROGRESSIVE” CALIFORNIA 
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THIS WEEK  

                                                 
1,Art by Joseph Marra for the New York Times 
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BOS MEETING                                                                                          

Federal Lobbyist Contract                                                                                   

State Lobbyist Contract 

Grand Jury Gives County Jail Excellent Bill of Health                                       

Board to Select Outside Auditors for Next 5 Years                                               

FY 2023-24 Pension Rate Increases                                                                         

Struggling Cannabis Industry Hold on Tax Increase                             

Ordinance to Dump Columbus Day for Native Americans Day  

Final FY 2023-24 Budget Adoption                                                                         

Yet Another “Annual Performance Review” of the New CAO   
(He’s only been here for a month) 

  
Regional Energy Program Funded By Your PG&E Bill 

New Recurring Section – BOS Member Meeting Reports 

 

APCD                                                                                  
Wood Smoke Prevention Program - Fireplaces Now Bad                                                                        

FY 2023-24 Budget Adoption                                                                                   

New 2-year contract and raise for the Air Pollution Control Officer 

 

CENTRAL COAST COMMUNITY ENERGY AUTHORITY 
Receives Clean FY 2022 Audit                                                                                             

Struggles with Regulatory & Energy Supply Issues                                                           

Mandates Project Labor Agreements for Its Energy Suppliers 

$177 Million Debt Issuance Proposed to Arbitrage Energy Costs 

 

LAST WEEK  

  

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS BUDGET WEEK 
$966 MILLION “STATUS QUO” TENTATIVELY ADOPTED 
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LOCAL AGENCY FORMATION COMMISSION 
CANCELLED 

 

EMERGENT ISSUES 
 

WILDFIRES & CLIMATE DENIERS 

 

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM MORRO BAY WIND 

ENERGY JOB CREATION? 
 

WORK ETHIC DECLINE & DISDAIN  FOR THE FREE 

MARKET ECONOMY 

 

CALIFORNIA'S LATEST TAX-THE-RICH SCHEME: 

ELECTRIC BILLS BASED ON INCOME  

 

CALIFORNIA IS LOSING ITS MIND 
 

COLAB IN DEPTH                                                                                       
SEE PAGE 35  

 

HOW DO YOU SOLVE A PROBLEM LIKE CEQA? 

PART ONE                                                                           

Environmentalism run amok is destroying economic opportunities for 

all Californians, and CEQA is the beating heart of the beast                       

BY EDWARD RING  

 CALIFORNIA’S WAR AGAINST PROSPERITY                                 
The Golden State’s abundant resources and innovative people are not 

reflected in the way it is governed                                                                     
BY EDWARD RING  

  

https://californiaglobe.com/author/edward-ring/
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 THIS WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS                                                      
ALL MEETINGS ARE AT 9:00 AM UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 

 

 

Board of Supervisors Meeting of Tuesday, June 20, 2023 (Scheduled)   

 

 

 

Item 3 - Request to: 1) approve a sole source contract for Federal lobbyist and advocacy 

services with The Ferguson Group, L.L.C. for FY 2023-24 through FY 2025-26, with 

two one-year options to renew, in the total amount of $216,000; and 2) delegate 

authority to the Chief Administrative Officer, or designee, to renew the contract for two 

additional one-year terms.  The firm has been the County’s Washington lobbyist for a number 

of years. Its main role is advising the County on various grant opportunities and assisting the 

County to obtain the grants. Its website states in part:  

 

FG devises and implements innovative strategies for appropriations and authorizations and 

builds on our successes from year to year. Over the course of our history representing local 

communities in Washington D.C., we have secured tens of billions of dollars in direct 

appropriations and project authorizations for our clients. Our work on federal funding issues 

encompasses supporting funding requests for federal programs and projects that benefit our 

clients as well as pursuing authorizations for specific client projects. We foster our clients' 

projects through every step of the process, from project conception to construction. Today, we 

rank as one of the top federal funding and competitive grants lobbying firms in Washington D.C. 

representing public agencies.  

 

Item 4 - Request to: 1) approve a sole source contract for State lobbyist and advocacy 

services with Shaw, Yoder, Antwih, Schmelzer & Lange, Inc. for FY 2023-24 through 

FY 2025-26, with two one-year options to renew, in the total amount of $228,088; and 

2) delegate authority to the Chief Administrative Officer, or designee, to renew the 

contract for two additional one-year terms.  The firm assists the County with its annual 

legislative program, identifies both positive and negative legislation, and assists the County to 

identify and capture State revenue and grants. Paul Yoder, one of the founders of the firm, 

directly assists SLO County. The firm’s website states: 

 

P AR TN ER  

PAUL J. YODER 

A founding partner in the firm, Paul J. Yoder has earned an impeccable reputation among 

Sacramento decision makers during his long career as a legislative advocate. Clients praise 

Paul’s vast institutional knowledge, and his propensity for always making them feel like they are 

his highest priority. 

Paul represents dozens of local governmental entities both in legislative and regulatory matters. 

His duties and experience include drafting legislative language; reviewing, tracking and 

analyzing bills, laws, and regulations, testifying at hearings; coordinating legislative strategies 
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with other interest groups and related associations; and, maintaining liaison with clients 

regarding pending legislative issues; and developing strategies to move client interests forward. 

After beginning his advocacy career as a lobbyist for the County of San Diego, Paul joined 

Gerber and Associates, Inc., where he lobbied for many of the firm’s public clients, including 

counties, water agencies, transit agencies, and solid waste interests, as well as the firm’s 

corporate clients. In 1998, Paul joined with Joshua Shaw to acquire Gerber and Associates, Inc. 

The firm was subsequently renamed Shaw / Yoder, Inc., then Shaw / Yoder / Antwih, Inc. prior to 

becoming Shaw Yoder Antwih Schmelzer & Lange. Concurrent with these metamorphoses, the 

firm acquired three other Sacramento lobbying firms and grew itself into a perennial occupant in 

quarterly Top 10 rankings in California. 

Paul holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in English Literature from Yale University. He has 

completed all the course work towards a Master of Arts degree in Public Policy and 

Administration, at California State University, Sacramento. 

Anyone with a traditional English literature degree from Yale is probably pretty aghast at what is 

happening in Sacramento. 

Item 6 - Request to 1) approve responses to the FY 2022-23 Grand Jury report titled 

"Inspection Report for San Luis Obispo County Law Enforcement and Detention 

Facilities"; and 2) forward the responses to the Presiding Judge of the Superior Court 

by July 18, 2023.  This is an annual report required by State statute. The Jury’s 

recommendations were fairly minor and practical. Some have already been implemented, and 

some are in the process of being implemented. Control click on the link below to see the report. 

It may take a half minute or so to open. 

 

153232 (ca.gov)  

 

The report was very positive per the excerpts below: 

 

As noted in last year’s SLOCGJ report on detention facilities, the Sheriff’s Office continues to 

achieve recognition for exemplary programs and services across the facilities. In October 2022, 

for example, the comprehensive health program, including mental health services, received 

accreditation by the National Commission on Correctional Health Care. In addition, the ongoing 

bicycle refurbishment program remains a successful component of the Sheriff’s Office 

programming.  

 

The Jail facilities overall were found to be extremely clean, updated to modern standards, and 

run efficiently. The bathrooms and shower areas have recently undergone notable renovations, 

and the kitchen area presented as clean and orderly  

 

Item 9 - Request to approve the FY 2023-24 through FY 2027-28 Financial Audit Services 

agreement with Clifton Larson Allen, LLP in an amount not to exceed $694,985 

($133,365 for FY 2023-24) over the five-year term of the agreement to provide 

professional independent auditing services.  This contract will provide for the annual audit of 

the County’s financial records in compliance with applicable state and federal laws and generally 

https://agenda.slocounty.ca.gov/iip/sanluisobispo/file/getfile/153232
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accepted accounting principles. The Department conducted a competitive request for proposals, 

which were reviewed by a committee. 

 

 
 

Item 20 - Submittal of a resolution approving 1) increases in employee-paid pension 

contribution rates and County-paid pension contribution rates based on both the 

January 1, 2022, Actuarial Valuation report and related recommendations and 

applicable memoranda of understanding, and 2) amendments to the San Luis Obispo 

County Employees Retirement Plan appendices.  The rates are up an average of 2.8%. The 

item does not reveal the estimated increased cost to the budget. Unfunded liability increased 

from $806.8 million to $878.8 million. 
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Item 38 - Request to consider the annual Cannabis Business Tax Rate for Fiscal Year 2023-

24 and, if necessary, adopt the proposed resolution to maintain the Cannabis Business 

Tax Rate at 8% of gross receipts for the next fiscal year.  The tax is on automatic pilot to 

increase from 8% to 10% on July 1
st
. The County’s hopes for a robust industry and 

commensurate taxes have not materialized. The failure is due to a combination of over-supply, a 

lengthy and costly permitting process, an overbearing and costly annual relicensing process, high 

fees, high taxes, and the consequent expansion a competitive black market. The industry has 

requested that the Board take action to prevent the automatic increase to 10%. 
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During the June 6, 2023, Board of Supervisors meeting, staff was directed to schedule an item 

for your Board to discuss the Cannabis Business Tax (CBT) rate and the automatically 

scheduled rate increase from 8% of gross receipts to 10% on July 1, 2023. Section 3.05.050 of 

County Code establishes the automatic rate increase schedule and also grants discretion to your 

Board to maintain or decrease the current CBT rate for the next fiscal year by a 3/5ths vote 

 

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

 If the proposed resolution is approved, it is anticipated that forecasted CBT revenue, which had 

been forecasted based on the scheduled increase to a 10% rate, will be reduced. The FY 2023-24 

Recommended Budget includes $645,000 in Cannabis Business Tax Revenue assuming a rate of 

10% and total gross receipts of $6.45 million. At the current rate of 8% and projecting the same 

total gross receipt amount, it is anticipated that the Cannabis Business Tax Revenue would 

generate $516,000 or $129,000 less than what was recommended in the FY 2023-24 budget.  

 

Some Questions: 

 

1. Is the County continuing to lose money overall in its foray into the world of cannabis (after 

regulatory and enforcement costs)? 

 

2. What would the County Superintendent of Schools, the Sheriff, and the Behavioral Health 

Director say about the impact of legalization to date? 

 

 
 

Item 39 - Hearing to consider an ordinance amending Section 2.44.070 of the County Code  

regarding holidays and time off.  At the prior Board meeting the Board supplanted Native 

American Day for Columbus day. They did so by Resolution. It turns out that they must also 

amend the Personnel Ordinance, and to do that, they must have a hearing.   

  

The County is catching up with the City of Berkeley, which established Indigenous People’s Day 

back in 1990, 40 years ago. 

 

The Board avoided the cultural discussion, as the item is presented as an effort to realign the 

holiday with the State Court system’s prior action of eliminating Columbus Day in favor of 

Native American Day, which occurs in September, verses October for Columbus Day. 
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In presenting the matter, the item was cast as a technical amendment to all of the County’s labor 

contracts to enable law enforcement and the courts to have the same holiday schedule. There is 

no analysis of the relative social and historical background. Apparently the action was 

supported by the County’s unions, as it is reported that they all agree. 

 

Contrast this with our Woke idiots who are tearing down our monuments and cancelling 

important historical heroes on the basis of current political ideology. 

Item 40 - Hearing to consider adoption of the Fiscal Year (FY) 2023-24 Recommended 

Budget including: 1) a resolution adopting budgets for the County and Board of 

Supervisors governed Special Districts; and 2) a resolution adopting the FY 2023-24.  This 

will be the closure of the Budget Hearing that began on June 12, 2023. It is likely the Board will 

adopt the Budget, which they tentatively set on June 12
th

. 

Item 41 - Closed Session - PERSONNEL (Government Code section 54957.) It is the 

intention of the Board to meet in closed session to: (16) Consider Public Employee Annual 

Performance Evaluation for the Position of Interim County Administrative Officer.  The 

week after the Interim CAO was appointed, the Board held a performance review. We assumed 

they were giving him direction and/or information on various department heads and/or perhaps 

future policy. The latter would be illegal, as policy should be developed in the open meetings. 

 

Now after a month, the Item is back on. It can’t be an annual performance review because he 

hasn’t been here for one year yet, just one month. Is the item a lie? They seemed quite pleased 

with him during the Budget hearing.  

 

 

 

Matters After 1:30 PM 
 

 

Item 42 - Receive and file an update on the Tri-County Regional Energy Network’s (3C-

REN) program metrics from 2019 to 2022, review of current programs, and overview of 

proposed future programs.  This is yet another program financed by your electric rates, as 

PG&E and SCE are compelled by law to provide funding for the program to the Public Utilities 

Commission, which in turn provides grants to the counties. 

 

 

The Tri-County Regional Energy Network (3C-REN) is a partnership between the Counties of 

San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura established to deliver energy-saving programs 

and industry trainings that help reduce Page 3 of 6 energy use, strengthen local job markets, and 

support efforts to achieve climate goals. Currently, 3C-REN’s primary focus is providing 

services for homeowners, renters/rental property owners, and both public and private building 

professionals, via three programs. The three programs are each delivered by a leading county, 

and its staff, who are responsible for delivering and coordinating programming across this 

region. Program assignments are as follows: -  

 

Workforce Education and Training – County of Ventura –  

Residential Direct Install – County of Santa Barbara –  
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Codes and Standards – County of San Luis Obispo  

 

  
 

The report does not indicate how many dollars have been raked off from PG&E rate payers for 

the program. Any CO2 savings achieved is a meaningless drop in the bucket compared with the 

growth of CO2 from Asian industrial expansion, forest fires, volcanos, and ocean oil and gas 

seeps. This is yet another virtue signaling patronage program for elected officials to pretend as if 

they are accomplishing something. 

 

Item 44 - Board Member Comments and Reports on Meetings.   This is a new feature added 

to the agenda, which would appear to be a regular item on all future agendas. There is no 

writeup. Will the public be allowed to comment on whatever the Supervisors bring up? For 

example, Supervisor x reports he met with a radical health group and now thinks we should ban 

beef or whatever? Perhaps Supervisor Gibson will use the recurring item to pontificate about all 

the “wonderful” conniving he is doing in Sacramento.  

 

SLO County Air Pollution Control District APCD Meeting of Wednesday, June 21, 2023 

(Scheduled) 

 

 

Item A-7: Request to approve APCD participation in the state Wood smoke Reduction 

Program. Recommendation: Approve APCD participation in the Wood smoke Reduction 

program and authorize the APCO to enter into all grant agreements and authorization 

forms necessary to implement the Programs.  Currently the program is voluntary, but 

ultimately they want  to ban your woodburning fireplace. The  write up states in part: 

  

State Wood smoke Reduction Program: The Program is part of the California Climate 

Investments, a statewide program that invests California Cap-and-Trade dollars from emission 

sources to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), strengthen the economy and improve public 

health and the environment. The Program is administered by CARB and implemented by the 

California Air Pollution Control Officers’ Association (CAPCOA) in partnership with local air 

districts. The role of CAPCOA is to centralize and standardize Program implementation. The 

Program offers financial incentives for homeowners countywide to replace old, inefficient, and 
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highly polluting wood stoves, wood inserts, or fireplaces with cleaner burning and more efficient 

home heating devices to reduce GHGs, criteria pollutants, and air toxics.  

 

This is just the first step. The Bay Area Air Pollution Control District already bans fireplace 

burns on many days in the winter. 

 

Just another brick in the wall. 

 
 

Item B-1-3:  Hearing to adopt the District’s Fiscal Year 2023-2024 Final Budget.  The 

Budget is pretty much status quo and geared to the State mandated functions of Air Districts. 
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Millions distrust the SLO APCD 
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Item B-2-2: Employment Contract modification for the Air Pollution Control Officer.  The 

APCO’s contract would be extended for 2 years, and his salary rises to $228,000 per year. The 

write-up does not list his current salary. His vacation would be increased from 20 to 25 days per 

year. 

 

Central Coast Community Energy Authority Board Meeting of Wednesday, June 21, 2023                           

(Scheduled) 1:30 PM 

 

Item 3 - 2022 Independent Audit.  The agency received a clean bill of health with no violations 

of accounting procedures  and no reportable discrepancies. 

 

One significant aspect of the audit is the listing of 3CE’s long term energy contract obligations 

listed below:  

 

PURCHASE COMMITMENTS POWER AND ELECTRIC CAPACITY 

 

In the ordinary course of business, 3CE enters into power purchase agreements to acquire 

energy and electric capacity. The price and volume of purchased power is largely fixed. Variable 

priced power, which is a small part of 3CE’s portfolio, is generally linked to the market price of 

either natural gas or power at the date of delivery. Variable volume is generally associated with 

contracts to purchase energy from resources with varying availability and production, such as 

solar, wind and hydroelectric facilities. 3CE enters into long-term power purchase agreements 

to ensure stable competitive rates for its customers and to comply with state law and voluntary 

targets for renewable and greenhouse gas (GHG) free products. The following table represents 

the expected, undiscounted, contractual obligations outstanding as of September 30, 2022: 
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The contracts, extending out to 2053,  seem risky in that vast technological changes and 

economic  changes are likely to occur in the decades ahead. What if these energy contracts 

become obsolete (new technologies result in other producers which are much lower cost), or  are 

unfulfillable? Is all this a policy of mortgaging the future to obtain lower rates today? 

 

Item 13 - CEO’s Report.  The 3CE’s CEO report is extensive and underscores a variety of 

issues. Most involve the complexity of the energy markets and 3CE’s prospects for 1) 

maintaining  lower rates than PG&E and SCE,  and  2) complying with evermore complex 

regulations issued by the State Energy Commission, the California State Public Utilities 

Commission, and the California Independent System Operator, which manages the energy loads 

throughout the grid. Here is a sample of one section which describes the need for 3CE and other 

CAAs to ensure that they have sufficient energy (Resource adequacy - RA). 

 

Issue   

The Resource Adequacy (RA) program is California’s main grid reliability program. A 

combination of increasing demand and decreasing supply of eligible RA capacity over the past 

five years has resulted in sharply increased prices and unprecedented difficulty procuring 

sufficient RA to achieve compliance. Over the past year the CPUC has also sought to tie RA 

compliance to other, unrelated functions such as CCA expansion into new communities.  

 

Status  

 

After a year and a half of reform that completely restructured the RA program, the California 

Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) issued a Proposed Decision on May 25th containing a final 

set of program changes before the proceeding closes. Many of these are concerning, including 

prohibiting expansion for CCAs with an RA deficiency in the past two calendar years, increasing 

penalties for RA noncompliance, and further restrictions on RA capacity imported from outside 

California.  

 

Next Steps  

 

3CE, CalCCA, and other stakeholders filed comments on the Proposed Decision opposing the 

CCA expansion limitation and other concerning elements. The CPUC is set to vote on the 

Proposed Decision on June 29th, after which the proceeding will close and there will be no new 

RA policymaking until at least early 2024. In the meantime, focus will shift to implementation of 

the new slice-of-day RA framework approved in this proceeding in 2022, with the next round of 

RA reform likely focused on issues with this framework that emerge during implementation.  

 

The fragility of  the CCA model is revealed in this and other issues in the report. 
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Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) 

 

A separate section of the report reveals that 3CE is now requiring that its suppliers utilize project 

labor agreements. Does the County of SLO support this policy? What about the Cities of Santa 

Maria, Paso Robles, Atascadero, Pismo Beach, and Morro Bay, which are all members? PLAs 

increase costs because they lockout non-union contractors and promote the use of large out of 

county and out of state contractors. The large trade unions have rigorous seniority rules, and 

contractors must hire apprentices and journeymen in the seniority order from wherever they live. 

 

3CE and the other CCAs are not popular with the trade unions because they undermine the 

investor-owned utility work forces by charging government advantaged lower rates and thereby 

stealing their customers. Now the trade unions are complaining and asking what can the CCAs to 

do for our workers? 

 

PLAs 

 

3CE’s Existing Commitment to Local Economy and Workforce 3CE’s commitment to our local 

workforce and sustaining our local economy is demonstrated through our existing power 

purchase agreements and energy storage agreements (PPAs and ESAs); our local-only request 

for offers; our Front of the Meter Energy Storage effort, our Local Purchasing Preference 

Policy, and our Energy Programs. 3CE has executed a total of 19 PPAs and ESAs, totaling over 

$2 Billion in commitments for energy. Most of these agreements include a contractual 

requirement that developers pay prevailing wages as required by law or commit to a project 

labor agreement with local trades. To date, each of 3CE’s PPAs has project labor agreements in 

place, except where projects are delayed or the developer operated as their own general 

contractor, and in those cases subcontractor work was performed by union labor. To date, six of 

these projects are online and have generated over 3,000 construction jobs and over one hundred 

on-going operation and maintenance jobs.  

 

 

Item 15 - Adopt Resolution PB-2023-05 Authorizing CEO to Execute a Clean Energy 

Purchase Contract with California Community Choice Financing Authority and Ancillary 

Documents and Agreements to Effectuate the Prepay Financing Transaction.  The item was 

considered back in April 2023 by the 3CE Operations Board, which recommended it to the 

Policy Board that will consider it here. Significantly, the County of Santa Barbara abstained and 

the City of Santa Maria voted no. The Santa Barbara County CEO and the Santa Maria City 

Manager are two of the more sophisticated and conservative local government CEOs on the 

central coast. The Policy Board should solicit their input as it considers this matter. 

 

This appears to be a form of debt issuance that is approved by the CCE Board, not the voters in 

the CCE service area. In this regard, it seems somewhat similar to Certificates of Participation 

(COPs) and Pension Obligation Bonds currently issued by cities and counties to get around 

normal bond approval requirements. It is also much more complicated. 

 

The basic theory seems to be:  

 

1. 3CE has long term energy purchase contracts - 20 to 30 years (as noted in item 3 above). 
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2. By prepaying some of these contracts, 3CE  believes it will derive rate discounts estimated to 

be from 7% to 10%. 

 

3. To obtain the funding to prepay the suppliers, 3CE would indirectly issue tax exempt bonds 

(debt).  

 

4. The bonds would be issued by an intermediary agency, the California Community Choice 

Financing Authority (CCCFA), so that a group of community choice aggregators including 3CE 

could pool their debt. The write-up states in part: 

 

Prepay Deal Structure: If approved, 3CE will become the fifth CCA to execute a prepay 

transaction for the benefit of its customers. Following nearly a year of negotiations, 3CE’s 

proposed prepay transaction involves a series of agreements between 3CE, a set of its PPA seller 

partners, a facilitating banking partner (J. Aron), the California Community Choice Financing 

Authority (“CCCFA”) (a JPA founded by 3CE, East Bay Community Energy, Marin Clean 

Energy, Silicon Valley Clean Energy, and Clean Power Alliance), and a funding recipient to be 

selected by 3CE through a competitive process.  

 

CCCFA issues non-recourse, tax-exempt bonds, the proceeds of which are used to prepay for 

electric power delivered under assigned PPAs at the terms originally negotiated by 3CE. 

CCCFA provides the bond proceeds to J. Aron, who loans them to the funding recipient, then 

uses debt service of that funding to make regular payments to the PPA sellers and deliver the 

power to CCCFA. CCCFA provides that power to 3CE at a discount from the original PPA price 

and uses those payments to service the bonds.  

 

A “simplified” diagram of the flow of funds and power is presented below: 

 

 
 

J. Aron is a subsidiary of Goldman Sachs.  
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CCCFA 

The California Community Choice Financing Authority (CCCFA) was established in 

2021 with the goal to reduce the cost of power purchases for member community choice 

aggregators (CCAs) through pre-payment structures. The founding members of CCCFA 

include Central Coast Community Energy, East Bay Community Energy, Marin Clean 

Energy, and Silicon Valley Clean Energy. CCCFA is a Joint Powers Authority which can 

help member CCAs save up to 10% or more on power purchase agreements, helping 

reduce costs for ratepayers and increase available funding for local programs. 

 

The CCCFA Board consists of 4 Directors. Tom Habashi, who just retired as 3CE’s CEO, is 

one of the Directors. 

 

Some questions: 

 

1. How much debt is 3CE going to issue? 

 

2. What is the interest rate? 

 

3. In what denominations will the bonds be issued? 

 

4. Shouldn’t 3CE customers get first crack at them? 

 

5. Does this bonded debt count as accumulated overlying debt of government agencies in the 

3CE service area? Would SLO County’s member agencies have to disclose their proportionate 

shares it on their CAFRs? 

 

6. What happens, as in the case of the pension obligation bonds, if the 3CE does not achieve the 

savings over time to cover the interest and principal on the bonds? Will the member jurisdictions 

have to pony up, or will the 3CE customers be forced to pay higher rates? 

 

No matter what, the whole scheme is paradise for investment bankers, bond counsel, consultants, 

etc. 

 

 
 

 

EMERGENT ISSUES 
  

Item 1 - Wildfires and Climate Change – The Wall Street Journal recaps the obvious. 
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Item 2 - Local Jobs and Wind Generation –  Karen Velie and The Cal Coast News expose 

the truth. 

 

Who will benefit from Morro Bay wind energy job creation? 

 

Floating windmill designs 

By KAREN VELIE 
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A proposed wind energy project in Morro Bay will create 24,000 jobs during construction, 

primarily for people who do not live on the Central Coast, according to a new report by two 

professors at Cal Poly’s Orfalea College of Business. 

California plans to rely on offshore wind energy to achieve its renewable energy goals. The off-

shore wind farms are projected to generate 2,000 to 5,000 megawatts of energy by 2030 and 

25,000 megawatts by 2045. 

Cyrus Ramezani and Mahdi Rastad’s 86-page report details the economic impacts of the Morro 

Bay wind energy projects and identifies the types of jobs that will be created. 

Last year, the federal government auctioned off three offshore wind energy sites located between 

20 and 30 miles off the coast near Morro Bay. While the components will be manufactured out 

of area, multiple agencies are working to identify the best ports to assemble the parts, which may 

or may not be done on the Central Coast. 

Of the 24,000 jobs that are anticipated during the six-year construction and assembly phase, the 

report estimates 50% will be local with some support facilities on the Central Coast. However, if 

the assembly work is primarily completed in the Los Angeles area, those numbers would drop. 

In addition, the local jobs will primarily be filled with workers who currently do not live in San 

Luis Obispo or Santa Barbara counties, according to the report. 

“The California labor market is only capable to partially meet the demand for specialized 

workers created by commercial scale floating offshore wind projects,” according to the report. 

“Absent robust and comprehensive educational and skill training programs, California’s floating 

offshore wind industry will have to import trained labor from other states, while simultaneously 

investing in the developing of a local workforce.” 

During the projected 25 years of operations, the Morro Bay floating offshore wind industry is 

expected to generate approximately 600 jobs, with 480 in San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara 

counties, according to the report. 

The report does not discuss the number of jobs the county will lose in the fishing and hospitality 

industries. 

The report notes the future of the county’s current energy producer, the Diablo Canyon nuclear 

power plant, is uncertain and a closure could affect hundreds of high-paying jobs in the county. 

While a shutdown would likely have a significant impact on the local economy, Ramezani said 

the Central Coast wind energy projects represent a potential bountiful job replacement, right 

around the time Diablo could potentially shutter. 
  

 

Item 3 - Work Ethic Decline and the Disdain for the Free-Market Economy 

 A weak work ethic also reinforces other troubling signs, such as the unpopularity of 

marriage and bearing children; an indifference to service in the armed forces; and 

the disdain for the free-market economy, and the preference for socialism, 

“wokeism,” and the progressive Leviathan state ruled by regulatory agencies staffed 

by unaccountable bureaucrats who fancy themselves “experts” smarter than 

everybody else, when in fact they execute policies and rules that an illiterate farmer in 

1776 would have known are preposterous and dangerous. 
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America’s greatness was in great part a product of the American work ethic. The 

contempt for that virtue by a significant number of our younger generations is a 

troubling sign that our greatness may not endure. This quote is by Bruce Thornton 
who is a Senior Fellow of the Hoover Institution.  

Item 4 - California's Latest Tax-the-Rich Scheme: Electric Bills Based on 

Income. And it undercuts energy efficiency investments already made by 

millions of Californians. 

RONALD BAILEY | 6.13.2023  

 
( Ron Kacmarcik | Dreamstime.com) 
 

Electric power customers typically pay more if they use more. Under a new law, customers of 

California's three largest private utilities will be charged a fixed fee based on their incomes, not 

just how much power they use. The chief motivation behind this scheme is to provide some relief 

to low-income customers who are being hammered by escalating electricity rates as the Golden 

State transitions from fossil fuels to wind and solar power. 

                                                      
Center of the American Experiment 

https://reason.com/people/ronald-bailey/
https://legiscan.com/CA/text/AB205/2021
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/-/media/cpuc-website/divisions/energy-division/documents/demand-response/demand-response-workshops/advanced-der---demand-flexibility-management/joint-ious-opening-testimony-exhibit-1-errata-clean.pdf
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The average cost of electricity to residential customers in California is now  $0.27 per kilowatt-

hour (kWh). The U.S. average is around $0.16 per kWh. The state's three big private utilities 

are proposing to the California Public Utilities Commission to add Income Graduated Fixed 

Charges (IGFCs) to all of their residential rate schedules. The idea is to pay for the various fixed 

costs, including those associated with connecting customers to their grids, billing, and meter 

reading. In addition, they want the fixed fee to cover "the costs of wildfire mitigation and 

vegetation management, reliability improvements, safety and risk management distribution costs, 

ongoing distribution operations and maintenance, many regulatory balancing accounts, and 

various programs and policy mandates through its distribution rates." 

CPUC 

The four income brackets for families of four are divvied up as follows: (1) less than $28,000, 

(2) $28,000 to $69,000, (3) $69,000 to $180,000, and (4) $180,000 or more. The 

acronyms CARE and FERA refer to programs that already offer electric power rates discounted 

by 30 percent to 35 percent and 18 percent, respectively, to lower-income families. 

So let's do some rough calculations using the proposed San Diego Gas & Electric rates. First, the 

average non-CARE monthly electric bill is $156 per month, adding up to $1,872 annually. Under 

the new scheme, electricity rates would drop from $0.47 to $0.27 per kWh, amounting to a rate 

cut of about 42 percent. For the lowest income bracket, this would mean that their expense for 

power consumption would drop to $1,085 annually. Adding $288 in fixed fees cuts their bill to 

$1,373, a drop of nearly $500 per year. 

Let's now assume that higher-income customers use 50 percent more electricity so that their bill 

averages $234 per month, totaling $2,808 annually. Applying the 42 percent rate cut would mean 

the amount they pay for the electricity they use would fall to $1,629 annually. However, their 

monthly fixed fee of $128 adds up to $1,536 annually. This yields a total annual bill of $3,165, 

or an increase of $30 per month. 

Perversely, if a high-income residential customer's monthly electric bill is $400 per month, that 

is, $4800 annually, the fixed fee scheme ends up lowering their power bills. The new lower rates 

mean that the expense for their electricity use drops to $2,784. Adding the $1,536 fixed fee 

brings the new bill's total to $4,320 annually, an annual reduction of nearly $500 for such a high-

income customer. 

 

https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a
https://www.eia.gov/electricity/monthly/epm_table_grapher.php?t=epmt_5_6_a
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/-/media/cpuc-website/divisions/energy-division/documents/demand-response/demand-response-workshops/advanced-der---demand-flexibility-management/joint-ious-opening-testimony-exhibit-1-errata-clean.pdf
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/industries-and-topics/electrical-energy/electric-costs/care-fera-program
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/consumer-support/financial-assistance-savings-and-discounts/family-electric-rate-assistance-program
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/-/media/cpuc-website/divisions/energy-division/documents/rate-change-advisories/20220101rate-alertsdgeupdated.pdf
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/APUS49E72610
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CPUC 

Still, the utilities calculate that the cost of the new fixed rates would be largely borne by the 19 

percent of California households earning more than $180,000 per year. 

The power companies argue that the lower per kWh rates will encourage people to further 

electrify their homes and switch to electric vehicles. This would help to address the problem of 

climate change that is associated with the atmospheric increase of greenhouse gases emitted from 

the burning of fossil fuels like natural gas. 

However, under the current rate structure, prices escalate as customers use more electricity, thus 

strongly encouraging residents to conserve. In fact, California ranks number 50 out of 51 U.S. 

jurisdictions in residential energy consumption. The lower flat rate per kWh under the new 

proposal will significantly reduce the incentive for customers to conserve energy, thus 

hampering the state government's goal of cutting greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, the 

rising demand for electricity will stress the state's already shaky power grid even more, possibly 

resulting in more brownouts and blackouts. 

In addition, the value of the investments in energy efficiency already made by millions of 

Californians will be undercut. For example, consider a high income customer who has put in 

better insulation, bought energy-sparing appliances, or even installed a solar energy system and 

thereby cut his monthly electric bill to $50 per month. His cost for electricity is now $600 

annually. The 42 percent cut in his rates lowers that to $348 per year, but the total fixed fee is 

$1,536. That results in more than tripling his bill to $1,884 annually.* 

One further consideration: How would power companies keep track of the incomes of their 

customers? The utility companies want the state government to supply them with that 

information. But transferring and protecting such information would be a bureaucratic nightmare 

fraught with significant privacy concerns. 

As a final note, California's confiscatory tax rates are driving many high-income residents out of 

the state. This new income-based fixed electricity rates proposal will add to that impetus since it 

largely functions as just another tax aimed at already fed up high-income earners. 

https://www.pge.com/en_US/residential/rate-plans/rate-plan-options/tiered-base-plan/understanding-baseline-allowance.page
https://www.eia.gov/state/seds/data.php?incfile=/state/seds/sep_sum/html/rank_use_capita.html&sid=US
https://calmatters.org/commentary/2022/09/can-california-really-make-power-grid-100-green/
https://taxfoundation.org/state/california/
https://californiaglobe.com/articles/irs-data-reveals-california-new-york-illinois-biggest-losers-of-residents-their-wealth/
https://californiaglobe.com/articles/irs-data-reveals-california-new-york-illinois-biggest-losers-of-residents-their-wealth/
https://calmatters.org/commentary/2022/04/californians-turn-negative-on-high-tax-burdens/
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*CORRECTION: The original version of this piece miscalculated the annual cost of electricity in 

this hypothetical case and the ultimate consequences for his bill.  

California Is Losing Its Mind

Left: California 

State Capitol in Sacramento. Right: Transgender flag at a protest in New York City in 2018.(rschlie/iStock/Getty 

Images; Brendan McDermid/Reuters) 

By THE EDITORS OF THE NATIONAL REVIEW 
      June 14 2023 6:30 AM 

 

A CALIFORNIA bill, AB 957, would require family courts to interpret a child’s “health, safety,  

and welfare” to “include a parent’s affirmation of the child’s gender identity” for the purpose of 

custody disputes. 

The bill, which has already passed the state assembly, was sponsored by Assemblymember Lori 

Wilson, who encouraged the transition of her own child, and who would like to see similar laws 

enacted in every state. It is of a piece with last year’s trans-tourism bill, encouraging out-of-state 

minors to travel to California to undergo transition treatments behind their parents’ backs, as 

well as a bill passed earlier this year requiring foster parents to agree to “best practices for 

providing care for LGBTQ+ youth,” including — of course — “gender-affirming care.” 

Already we have seen the toxic effects of gender ideology infiltrating family law. Across the 

country, activist-minded judges are penalizing parents who don’t accept the claims of trans 

activists. Judges in California, Illinois, and Texas have denied custody rights to divorced parents 

opposed to, or even skeptical of, their child’s transition. In some cases, judges have received 

special “training” on these matters from transgender activists. 

AB 957 goes even further than favoring one divorced parent over another for political reasons. In 

interpreting the refusal to affirm a gender identity as an affront to a child’s “health, safety and 

welfare,” the bill effectively defines non-affirmation as abuse, creating a precedent for much 

https://www.nationalreview.com/author/the-editors/
https://www.nationalreview.com/author/the-editors/
https://www.nationalreview.com/tag/transgender/
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broader applications. If a parent can lose custody rights after a divorce for not affirming his or 

her child, what’s to stop the state from removing children from happily married or even single 

parents? 

This is happening already in some jurisdictions. Take Abigail Martinez, a single mother of four, 

living in Los Angeles, Calif., whose trans-identifying teenager was removed from her custody in 

2016 by a judge interpreting non-affirmation as “emotional abuse.” Oddly, the judge permitted 

Martinez to retain custody of her other three children and to continue working as a nanny. After 

three years of her daughter living in state custody and undergoing hormone treatments, the abuse 

charges against Martinez were changed by the Department of Child and Family Services from 

“substantiated” to “inconclusive.” But too late; the damage was already done. One month later, 

her daughter — by then a severely depressed 19-year-old who’d spent critical years away from 

her loving family — took her own life by kneeling in front of a freight train. 

Laws like AB 957 would make stories like that of Martinez less an egregious outlier and closer 

to the new legal norm. In demanding parental affirmation, the bill sets no requirements for 

clinical evaluations and includes no mention of mental-health comorbidities. Whether they’re 

depressed, autistic, bullied, or sexual-abuse survivors: If children say they’re trans — they are 

trans. End of discussion. 

Under such a broad definition of child abuse, even the wider community — schools, churches, 

and other organizations — could be obliged to “affirm.” And all this while — as we noted in 

our editorial yesterday — the global credibility of the “gender-affirming” model is crumbling. 

On trans issues, California is losing its collective mind. 

  

 

LAST WEEK’S HIGHLIGHTS 
  

Item 2 - Review of the Proposed FY 2023-24 Operating Budget.  The Board spent a grand 

total of 4 hours reviewing the proposed $966.2 billion document, or $241,500,000 per hour. 

Some of the key takeaways from the session include: 

 

1. The staff recommended Budget was tentatively approved intact. Supervisor Gibson would 

have liked to see more funding go to homeless programs and the Behavioral Health Department, 

but indicated that he would approve the Budget next week when it is up for a final vote. The 

County Administrator indicated he would be bringing back proposals for revising the budget in 

September once he has had more time to examine it. 

 

2. The general public and various interest groups within the County arena interested in the 

Budget produced only 3 public speakers.  

 

3. Little examination was given to the base budget. The Board is interested in the margins. 

 

4. The Department Heads have the strongest power in formulating the budget. As long as their  

current base is continued, and salary raises are funded by revenue growth  and/or reserves, they 

will go along. The fact that five are independent elected officials does not help the situation. 

 

https://www.nationalreview.com/2023/06/the-world-is-turning-against-gender-experiments-on-children/
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5. In parallel, many of the interest groups in the County and the Departments  are co-dependents 

which promote the status quo.  

 

6. The actual performance of the programs is regarded very subjectively. Unless someone dies, 

large scale physical destruction occurs, or a case of blatant corruption is revealed, no one really 

cares. Thus standard management tools of successes are either not applied or are only applied 

sporadically. No one is measuring controls in line with: 

  

Efficiency 

 

Velocity 

 

Cost benefit 

 

Outcome 

 

Comparative cost/ benefit 

 

Is each service or program actually needed? What problem is actually being solved? 

 

Obviously, those who staff the system have extensive education, training, socialization, and 

professional indoctrination and believe that they and their programs are absolutely essential. 

Thus, there are very few institutional points which can assert an opposite point of view. 

Everyone is on the team. 

 

Further reinforcement of this culture is boosted in that the Board continuously praises staff for its 

work. Meanwhile the public just pays and pays. 

 

7. One point of contention involved the Clerk  Recorder’s Budget. The proposed budget contains 

a new position of a Public Information Specialist assigned solely to the that Department. Its fully 

loaded cost is reportedly $250,000 per year. During consideration of the section of the Budget, 

which includes the Clerk Recorder Department, Supervisor Gibson spied a citizen activist in the 

audience who has been challenging vote counts. He figured she would speak, so instead waiting  

to see what she said, he launched into a diatribe about how evil and wrong anyone who criticizes 

the  elections process, results or officials is. This was a blatant attempt to chill public comment in 

advance. Once public comment was over on the matter,  he again voiced his disdain in an 

attempt to chill public moment in the future. When we criticized him, he had County Counsel 

rule that he had the First Amendment right to “respond to public comment.”  She ignored his 

blatant attempt to suppress public opinion with which he disagrees. 

 

The Budget narrative states: 

 

Establish the office of the County Clerk-Recorder as the most reliable source of elections related 

information with the addition of a Public Information Specialist.  

 

8. There was a special presentation by the HR Department about the County’s continuing 

problem of high staffing vacancy rates along with some of the efforts to enhance recruitments. 

One problem is that many County jobs require extensive professional education, certification, 

and experience. People who possess the drive and smarts to achieve such qualifications 
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understand that having a job all of their lives is a dead end and in most cases will not establish 

intergenerational family wealth. Even with the generous pensions, real wealth  is not achieved as 

the pension ceases when the annuitant dies. 

 

The narrow class 5 step traditional civil service system is obsolete because obviously 

government cannot provide an equity position and remain a democracy. Privatization of many 

services would enable the best  potential employees to rise through the ranks of their companies 

and end up owning stock and other forms of equity. This in turn would provide a major incentive 

to perform at the highest levels possible and for employees to not be so concerned with time off, 

hours of work, vacations, and other perks. Instead, each person would be incented to rise through 

the ranks and reach partnership or other ownership status. 

 

Background: 

 

In General:  For at least the last 12 years, the Budget document has remained structurally 

(presentation-wise) the same except for some graphic improvements. The long term 

conceptual/structural issue continues to present a major opportunity for the County. The entire 

budget document and presentation should be restructured to enhance transparency, analytical 

tools, and comprehensiveness. Saying this is not meant to criticize the staff or any officials 

involved in the design and production of the budget personally. They need help. The new interim 

CAO signaled some changes but it is not clear what he means. 

 

The Board considered its $966.1 million budget. It proposed no reductions and several small 

increases. At this point about $2.9, million in expansion requests (net of related revenue) have 

been requested by departments and recommended by the County Administrative Officer. The 

Board members may have more in September. 

 

The write-up indicates they the staff made some small reductions to bring in a balanced proposal.  

 

 
 

The table below displays the budget at the highest level of generality. The Board focuses on the 

$838.7 million total government funds portion. 
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The overall County budget policy is simply to accept last year’s costs as the base (status quo) 

and then add both as much natural revenue growth as possible and any new Federal and State 

revenues that occur. It then raises fees, proposes new taxes (a new 12/cent gas tax and a fire tax 

are under consideration for 2025 and going forward), and expands staffing.  

 

  
 

As we have reported over the years, the County does not distinguish between the number of 

authorized positions (which it calls  full time equivalents – FTE’s) and the actual work hours 

filled per positions, which are the real FTE’s. With the County’s significant vacancy rate, this 

means that departments are under-running their budgets and the Board is over budgeting. The 

surplus then becomes bounty for increased salaries and bait to expand the subsequent year’s 

budget. 
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Vacancies: The County Administrative 

Officer should generate a monthly vacancy 

report by department and division that lists the 

individual vacancies, their fully loaded value 

per pay period, the number of weeks the 

positions have been vacant, and the year-to-

date accumulated savings.  The savings should 

be differentiated by true local discretionary 

general fund and categorical (restricted) funds. 

The report should forecast any yearend 

balance. This will give the Board an idea of 

how much slack there is in the system. It will 

also give them an idea of how well they are 

planning and using the resources that the 

Board has provided.  

 

Lost time:  Similarly, the Administrative Office should generate a quarterly lost time (absence) 

report by department and division. Lost time is failure to report to work as scheduled for any 

reason. Note, “As scheduled” means that vacation, maternity leave, bereavement leave, training, 

etc., are not counted as lost time. The report should be broken down to show lost time from 

sickness, workers’ comp, and AWOL. The hours lost should be expressed both in ordinate 

numbers and as percentages. Lost time in safety departments can generate the need for more 

employees and, of course, overtime required to fill “mandated” post positions. With 3000 

employees, an average lost time rate of 5% would mean an average annual effective work force 

with 150 fewer employees. 

 

Productive Time vs. Paid Time:  Unlike private sector companies, the County does not 

measure how much paid time is actually work time in the aggregate. For example, employee X is 

paid for a standard 2080-hour work year (40-hour week), but not all of the 2080 hours are 

working hours. Employee X may receive 3 weeks of vacation, which subtracts 120 hours.  

 

Employee X may be absent for a week with an illness, which subtracts 40 hours. He or she 

receives 11 paid holidays, which subtracts another 88 hours. All in all, employee X (assuming he 

or she arrives every day on time and does not leave early for lunch or quitting time) actually puts 

in only 1832 hours. Accordingly, 248 hours, or more than 10% of the hours paid, are not 

productive. If this ratio were true on average for the County’s 3000 employees across the system, 

it means that of the 3000 employees paid, it as if 10% or 3000 never existed. 

  

Working From Home:  Working from home is based on the idea that as long as the work gets 

done, it doesn’t make any difference. However, this is really only true for project type work with 

a beginning, an end, and a specified product. It really fits gig workers and piece work workers, 

but is not appropriate for staff that are paid every 2 weeks no matter what. For example, deliver 

the novel, software code, or whatever by a date certain. Even with that category, the lack of 

intellectual interaction, accidental encounter, team spirit, and all is highly detrimental. Then there 

are the obvious distractions, feeding the baby, receiving the appliance repair guy, watching the 

roast, patting the dog, etc., etc.  
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Intellectual, analytical, and creative work are best performed in silence and when the person is in 

the “zone.” The presence of children, pets, and other distractions is detrimental. See the COLAB 

In Depth article on page 47 for an update on the problems of working at home. 

 

Some Departments underrun their salary accounts in the current year, yet are budgeted 

large salary account increases in the subset year: 

 

  
Planning Department 

  
 

In this case the Department was budgeted at $17.2 million but only ran at $15.5 million, a $1.7 

million underrun. Why not leave them at $15.5 plus any negotiated raises, and then see what 

happens? There are no indicia that giving Planning more staff will speed up the permitting 

process in any case.  

Some other examples include: 
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Inconsistent Structure:  Budget is presented at a high level of abstraction utilizing an arbitrary 

accounting construct labeled “Fund Centers” as the basic organizing and information tool. The 

fund center structure does not always correspond to the County organizational structure and 

contains very general financial information. The actual program level information is omitted in 

most cases. In fact the amount of dollars and staff resources applied to specific operating units is 

largely invisible. 

 

 
 

This presentation problem occurs all across the entire budget and is worse in the large 

departments. Moreover, it undermines department head accountability. 

 

The Parks Department is composed of 3 separate fund centers corresponding to Community 

Parks, Golf, and Regional Parks, respectively. The 3 units (are they divisions or what?) report to 
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the same Parks and Recreation Department Director, but there is no overall consolidated 

presentation of the Parks and Recreation Department.  

 

It appears that the Community Parks Division/Fund Center contains two subordinate units 

(program cost centers?):  1) Community Parks Facilities, Programs and Project, Total 

Expenditures: $4,774,682, Total Staffing (FTE): 21.00, and  2) Public Grounds Maintenance, 

Total Expenditures: $570,479, Total Staffing (FTE): 3.00. The financial data is presented as 

summaries. No prior year data is presented at this level. It is thus impossible to relate the costs to 

the program inputs and outputs over time. 

 

The accompanying performance measures are presented in such a manner that it is not possible 

to determine which measures go with which program. Improperly, the measures do not seem to 

actually represent the amount of work, velocity of work, efficiency of the work, or actual benefit 

of the work. 

 

 
 

 
 

What did we get for all this?  

 

a. Faster cheaper permitting?  

b. More homes and/or a slow down on home cost escalation? 

c. Fewer people on TANF (welfare), General Relief, Cal Fresh (Food Stamps)? – that is, less 

poverty?  

d. Less severe wildland urban intermix fires?  

e. More water security?  

f. Any expansions of existing or additions of new private sector industries that provide career 

benefited head of household jobs?  

g. Less acute and chronically ill mental health patients? 

h. Fewer homeless people on the streets?  

i. Less illegal cannabis or scheduled narcotics?  

j. An improvement in the road pavement condition index (PCI)?  
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k. A reduction in the SBCERS unfunded actuarial liability?  

l. A better election system?  

m. Smoother flowing traffic?  

n. Retention of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant, Phillips 66, Wetherby Firearms, or Mindbody? 

Replacement of any of Diablo’s career benefited head of household jobs averaging $147,000 per 

year full compensation?  

o. Less harassment suits, less large legal settlements, or less workers comp? 

p. Meaningful cannabis tax revenue?  

q. Retention of the Oceano Dunes off road riding area? 

 r. Less CO2 emissions as a result of climate action plans, installation of solar panels, and years 

of rhetoric?  

 

Is there any outcome measure which actually improved with the addition of hundreds of millions 

in additional resources over the past 10 years? 

 

For example , one stunning statistic from the County’s own Financial Report shows that the total 

labor force in the County dropped by 10,000 over the past decade: 

 

 
 

How are the County’s economic development programs actually working? What about all the job 

training programs? 

 

Debt:  There is $556 million in bonded debt plus $878.7 million in unfunded pension liability. 

  

 

 

 

 

And they want to drive the gas 

company out of business. 
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Local Agency Formation Commission Meeting of Thursday, June 15, 2023 (Completed)  

 

The meeting was cancelled. 

 

SPONSORS 
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COLAB IN DEPTH                                                                                                                              
IN FIGHTING THE TROUBLESOME LOCAL DAY-TO-DAY ASSAULTS 

ON OUR FREEDOM AND PROPERTY, IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO 

KEEP IN MIND THE LARGER UNDERLYING IDEOLOGICAL, 

POLITICAL, AND ECONOMIC CAUSES 

 

 

How Do You Solve a Problem Like CEQA? Part One 

Environmentalism run amok is destroying economic opportunities for 

all Californians, and CEQA is the beating heart of the beast                       

BY EDWARD RING  

 

Part One – How CEQA Has Made California Unaffordable 
The following is the first of a three part series on the impact of the California Environmental 

Quality Act on development in California and ways to potentially improve the law. It is written in 

response to hearings conducted over the past three months by the California’s Little Hoover 

Commission. 

The California Environmental Quality Act, universally known by its serendipitously phonetic 

acronym “SEE-kwa,” was passed by the state legislature in 1971. At that time, it was the first 

legislation of its kind in the nation, if not the world. Its original intent was to “inform 

government decision makers and the public about the potential environmental effects of 

proposed activities and to prevent significant, avoidable environmental damage.” 

Over the past half-century, however, CEQA has acquired layers of legislative updates and 

precedent setting court rulings, warping it into a beast that denies clarity to developers and 

derails projects. When projects do make it through the CEQA gauntlet, the price of passage adds 

punitive costs in time and money. Knowing this will happen deters countless investors and 

developers from even trying to complete a project in the state. 

Starting earlier this year, California’s nonpartisan Little Hoover Commission began studying the 

impact of CEQA and soliciting suggestions from the public. They have held four public hearings 

so far, on 3/16, 4/13, 4/27, and 5/11. The live hearings, lasting in total over 12 hours, in all four 

cases were attended by almost nobody apart from the commissioners and the people invited to 

testify. Altogether, so far on YouTube these four hearings have attracted just over 1,000 online 

views. Not much, considering CEQA’s impact. 

 

Anyone who has waded through all 12 hours of these hearings may agree that certain themes 

came up again and again, and will doubtless factor significantly in determining what the 

commission ultimately recommends. The remainder of this report will summarize some of the 

recurrent or noteworthy observations and recommendations from these hearings, along with 

ideas solicited elsewhere from Californians that have had to deal with CEQA either as attorneys, 

judges, developers, or activists. To be clear, and in the interests of full disclosure, this report is 

https://californiaglobe.com/author/edward-ring/
https://opr.ca.gov/ceqa/
https://lhc.ca.gov/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky_hyxqkVfU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Z0tjPFCZYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_cg7mFfa3Q0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NB7DqA3oIGk
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not intended to offer a neutral perspective on CEQA. It is rather an attempt to further expose how 

problematic CEQA has become, and offer alternatives. 

While CEQA is most often associated with housing, and is often cited as a major obstacle to 

building more housing in California, it affects any project that has potential environmental 

impacts. Along with housing development, this includes commercial development, sports 

facilities, and all types of infrastructure including dams, aqueducts, wastewater treatment plants, 

desalination plants, power plants, power transmission lines, pipelines, ports and port upgrades, 

rail, road, mines, quarries, logging, land management; anything that changes land use and may 

cause “significant” environmental damage. And in every case, the influence of CEQA has its 

champions and its detractors. 

What may inform CEQA judgments has changed over the decades. In one of the first of the Little 

Hoover Commission’s hearings, a panelist informed the group, speaking with almost reverent 

certainty, that five of California’s major airports “would be underwater by 2050.” Such remarks 

and sentiments now pervade CEQA proceedings. Climate change impact, which was absent from 

CEQA cases in the 1970s, has become one of the dominant concerns brought in CEQA cases 

today. 

The Labyrinth Called CEQA 

The concept of CEQA is unassailable. If a project may cause “significant impact” to the 

environment, the CEQA process will ensure that either the impact is appropriately mitigated, or 

the project is stopped. The chart depicted below, courtesy of the California Department of 

Conservation, depicts the CEQA process. If anything, this elaborate flow chart understates what 

a project developer is up against thanks to CEQA. There is rarely just one “responsible agency.” 

If any of these agencies determine there are any flaws or omissions in the required 

“Environmental Impact Report” (EIR), the process often has to be restarted. The delays between 

inter-agency responses can consume months if not years. The “public review period” leaves 

room for a 3rd party to file a time consuming lawsuit right up to the last minute before a project 

is finally approved. 

If the complexity of CEQA as depicted in this flowchart makes obvious the difficulties facing 

anyone who develops property or manages land, it also explains why exemptions have become 

the shortcut taken for politically favored projects. Exemption from CEQA has been the default 

remedy pursued by the state legislature whenever they decide it is important to prioritize any 

project, or category of projects. But carving out one exemption after another does not fix CEQA. 

Even if the state legislature were capable of correctly prioritizing projects, which is an absurd 

reach, it remains an absolute process without gradation. Anointed projects skip through the 

exemption portal and are fast-tracked, even though many of them may cause environmental 

impacts that are significant. Meanwhile, all other projects, many of which are just as urgently 

required, must go through the labyrinth called CEQA. 
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 Would True Environmental Justice Include More “Greenfield” Development? 

Along with the relatively new and central role of climate change impact in the CEQA process, 

another major new concern now considered in CEQA cases is “environmental justice,” that is, 
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the alleged disproportionate effect development projects may have in low income 

neighborhoods. This allegation is not unfounded, although the causes predictably attributed to 

this – a legacy of systemic racism – are more nuanced than conventional wisdom may 

acknowledge. Residential areas that are situated in close proximity to a network of freeways, 

industrial parks, airports, seaports, and warehouse districts, for example, are going to have more 

noise and more air pollution than residential areas that are in the foothills peripheral to a major 

urban center. Homes and apartment rentals in less desirable neighborhoods will be more 

affordable, so it is natural that on average, residents with lower household incomes will be living 

there. Campaigns for environmental justice can be based solely on economics without sacrificing 

credibility or moral worth. 

Regardless of the underlying causes, it is valid to argue that yet another industrial project in a 

neighborhood that already has a high density of industrial development is going to add its 

incremental contribution of noise and pollution to a place already saturated with noise and 

pollution, whereas putting that same project in a pristine affluent suburb will not. It is also valid 

to argue that the residents and elected officials in wealthy neighborhoods have the economic 

wherewithal to hire attorneys to litigate against industrial projects and high density housing in 

their neighborhoods, whereas these same projects can be directed into lower income 

neighborhoods where the residents do not have the resources to resist. 

This gives rise to a criticism of CEQA that is double edged. On one hand, CEQA offers people in 

low income communities one of the only legal tools available to fight high density housing and 

industrial or warehouse development that will create more noise, more congestion, more of a 

service burden, and more pollution in their communities. But at the same time, while residents in 

these low income communities have to find an attorney willing to carry their objections, often 

pro bono, into a legal battle, CEQA is an off-the-shelf, potent weapon in the hands of wealthy 

residents across town, who deploy it at will to keep high density housing and unwanted 

commercial development out of their communities. 

One solution to this conundrum which some would consider a win-win would be to develop 

entire new cities on open land in California. Doing this would preserve the ambiance of existing 

neighborhoods, regardless of their average household income, and might even facilitate de-

densification. It would lower the price of housing everywhere, making it easier for low-income 

residents to afford to either improve their neighborhoods or migrate to new communities. Doing 

this, however, would require massive state investment in enabling energy, water, and 

transportation infrastructure. Back in the 1950s and 1960s, building enabling infrastructure was 

something the state made a budget priority and performed remarkably well. Today, California’s 

state government has not made infrastructure investment a sufficient priority, and this failure to 

maintain and expand California’s infrastructure is frequently blamed on the roadblocks thrown 

up by CEQA. 

Should densification and rationing be the only answer to environmentalist concerns? This 

question should be faced honestly. Is it impossible to construct new infrastructure to enable 

suburban growth? Why? California is a big state, with thousands of square miles of land that 

seems to be ripe for carpeting over with sprawling wind and solar farms, while new homes and 

new roads remain anathema. There’s room for both. California’s urban footprint consumes about 

8,000 square miles, which is only about 5 percent of its area. You could build new cities housing 

10 million people on raw open land, in four person households in single family dwellings on 

quarter-acre lots, with an equal amount of space allocated for roads, schools, parks, and 

https://www.newgeography.com/content/007707-california-most-urban-and-densest-urban-state
https://www.newgeography.com/content/007707-california-most-urban-and-densest-urban-state
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commercial and industrial space, and it would only require 2,000 square miles. In the geography 

of vast California, that is an insignificant amount of land. Why not? 

It is ironic that CEQA and related laws have made it almost impossible to build on “greenfields,” 

that is, on raw undeveloped land on the periphery of cities, and yet the laws are streamlined to 

fast-track infill development in relatively toxic and already densely populated urban 

environments. Perhaps in the interest of environmental justice, low income communities should 

be supporting laws to permit the expansion of California’s urban footprint. 

The Tentacles of CEQA Intersect with Other Regulatory Beasts 

It’s easy to digress into a discussion of urban planning, and ask why a green straightjacket has 

been thrown around every major urban center in California, but at the center of such a tangent 

one still finds omnipresent CEQA. And CEQA, for all of its regulatory tentacles, is only part of a 

consortium of similar regulatory creatures. The Endangered Species Act, the National 

Environmental Policy Act, the California Global Warming Solutions Act (AB 32, passed by the 

state legislature in 2006), and seemingly infinite laws, executive orders, agency regulations, and 

court rulings pursuant to these and others, along with CEQA, have combined to make 

development in California nearly impossible. 

 

For example, development proponents who testified in the Little Hoover Commission hearings 

repeatedly brought up a relatively recent regulation pursuant to AB 32, the requirement that any 

new housing development calculate the projected annual “vehicle miles traveled” (VMT) the 

residents will generate. Taking effect in 2018, this new analysis must be done in order to 

determine how much mitigating fees the developer will be assessed in order to fund mass transit 

or otherwise offset the anticipated greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles owned by residents of 

a new community. 

 

But in the meantime, developers whose projects have been mired in the CEQA process since 

well before 2018 are now required to supplement the portions of their EIR that evaluated traffic 

impacts based on congestion with a new evaluation that estimates vehicle miles traveled. And 

while this VMT analysis is meant to supersede the traffic congestion as “the new lens for 

assessing transportation impacts,” potential congestion remains grounds for 3rd parties use 

CEQA to sue developers to stop their projects. 

More generally, critics of CEQA have made clear that the law, in combination with other 

environmentalist inspired laws, have created a web of regulatory hurdles that are so unclear and 

so costly that only a small handful of housing developers, government agencies, or civil 

engineering contractors are big enough to navigate them. As one person testifying said, CEQA 

will turn a $1.0 billion project into a $1.5 billion project simply because when it takes ten years 

to go through the typical rounds of CEQA reviews, then debt financing taken out at 5 percent 

interest after 10 years will have ballooned up to a sum more than 50 percent higher than at the 

start. 

Another compounding problem with CEQA and related laws designed to protect the environment 

is because so many years are required to get approval, by the time the design of a project is 

approved, the design has become obsolete. 

https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-endangered-species-act
https://ceq.doe.gov/
https://ceq.doe.gov/
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/fact-sheets/ab-32-global-warming-solutions-act-2006
https://www.sb743.org/
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Changing the rules in midstream, conflicting rules depending on the agency, an approval process 

that takes years if not decades, financing that dries up or is driven up to punitive levels, 

excessive, unreasonable fees, projects that take so long that if and when they finally get the green 

light, either the market or the technology has left them far behind. Start over. This is life with 

CEQA. This is California. For all its virtues, and there are plenty of them, environmentalism run 

amok is destroying economic opportunities for all Californians, and CEQA is the beating heart of 

the beast. 

Edward Ring is a contributing editor and senior fellow with the California Policy Center, which 

he co-founded in 2013 and served as its first president. The California Policy Center is an 

educational non-profit focused on public policies that aim to improve California’s democracy 

and economy. He is also a senior fellow of the Center for American Greatness. Ring is the 

author of two books: "Fixing California - Abundance, Pragmatism, Optimism" (2021), and "The 

Abundance Choice - Our Fight for More Water in California" (2022). 

 

CALIFORNIA’S WAR AGAINST PROSPERITY                                 

The Golden State’s abundant resources and innovative people are not 

reflected in the way it is governed                                                                     

BY EDWARD RING  

According to the U.S. Small Business Administration, small businesses are the backbone of the 

U.S. economy, generating 44 percent of all business activity. Take them out of the equation, and 

the economy collapses. But that is exactly what’s happening. The cards are stacked against small 

businesses in America today, and nowhere is it worse than in the state of California.  

Here, the rules are rigged to make it more difficult for small, independent contractors and 

independent businesspeople to survive, much less thrive. Excessive regulations invariably favor 

large companies because the cost of complying is far easier for a company with a billion dollars 

in annual revenue than it is for a company with a million dollars in annual revenue. 

This obvious fact is well understood by corporate monopolists whose rollup and consolidation of 

industry after industry in America has only accelerated in recent years. This excerpt from a 

January report by S&P Global, sums up the trend: “In 91 of 157 primary industries, the five 

largest U.S. companies by revenue combine for at least 80% of total revenue.” 

The report goes on to explain how monopoly power is a double-edged sword. On one hand, 

“growing monopoly power stifles competition and productivity in the U.S. economy.” The 

counterargument is that “very, very productive firms end up dominating the industry.” From the 

perspective of the ordinary American worker, either as an employee of a monopolistic 

corporation, or as an independent proprietor trying to compete in markets getting swallowed up 

by the giants, both of these arguments are true, and both are bad news. 

 

 

https://advocacy.sba.gov/2019/01/30/small-businesses-generate-44-percent-of-u-s-economic-activity/
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/market-leading-us-companies-consolidate-power-in-era-of-superstar-firms-73773141
https://ruamupr.com/wc/3607/13496/16136/16136,15869.html
https://ruamupr.com/wc/3607/13496/16136/16136,15869.html
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The fact that regulations actually benefit the largest corporations clearly doesn’t translate to a 

recognition by progressive voters that deregulation—or at the very least, a more judicious 

application of regulatory oversight—might help small business survive and might help 

consumers avoid new rounds of price gouging when a few giant companies capture entire 

markets. And California is ground zero for this cognitive dissonance. 

A more subtle impact of excessive regulations is how it redirects productivity, rendering the 

value of enhanced productivity far more ambivalent than one might suppose. In California, for 

example, with costs for land, energy, and raw materials driven artificially high due to 

regulations, gains in productivity are offset by higher costs for these inputs and by higher costs to 

comply with regulations. Apart from wiping out the smaller competition—which is good for the 

monopolies—where is the benefit? 

The Punishing Middle-Class Tax Burden 

If a sole proprietor aspires to upward mobility by working harder, the cards are particularly 

stacked. The following chart shows just how demoralizing current tax laws are for people with 

taxable income between $90,000 and $160,000, particularly in California, where state taxes are 

especially onerous. 

In California, depending on where you live, it is difficult, if not impossible, to support a family 

on $90,000 per year. That income is the entry-level to the middle class. For the same reasons, in 

California, a taxable household income of $160,000 per year is by no means upper middle class. 

In many parts of the state, it still spells tight budgets and tough spending decisions for families. 

But where is the incentive to work harder, beyond the pure necessity to survive? If a person is 

making $90,000 per year as an independent contractor (married filing jointly) and they forfeit 

nights or weekends to take on extra work, they will give 43 percent of their income to the 

government. That is, for every $100 they earn, they’ll only keep $57. If they are set to make 

$132,000 per year, and they take on an extra job, they’ll pay 47 percent of their earnings to the 

government. Forty-seven percent tax. 

This is an appalling abuse of some of the hardest-working citizens in America.  

People who are barely able to make ends meet, who need to supplement their income by 

sacrificing whatever time they can spare after fulfilling their obligations to their family and to 

their primary clients, are forced to give nearly half of every dollar they earn to the government.  

And in a bizarre twist of logic, white collar law partners and consultants, who collect higher 

compensation as hired clerisy for monopolists and billionaires, end up paying less in marginal 

taxes. As soon as their taxable income exceeds $160,000 per year, their 12.4 percent Social 

Security assessment goes away, and their marginal tax burden drops from 47 percent to 34 

percent. In America’s supposedly progressive tax environment, a 47 percent marginal tax burden 

is not reached again until income exceeds $400,000 per year. 

https://fee.org/articles/2023-federal-tax-brackets-are-out-see-which-bracket-you-fall-in-and-why-tax-rates-are-so-high/
https://www.nerdwallet.com/article/taxes/california-state-tax
https://smartasset.com/retirement/social-security-tax-limit
https://smartasset.com/retirement/social-security-tax-limit
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Interesting, isn’t it? A guy who takes on extra work to pay rent for his home and tuition for his 

kids and scrapes together $130,000 per year is paying more taxes on that last dollar than a 

corporate litigator whose last billable hour topped out at $390,000 per year. Some might say 

there is a distinction between Social Security taxes and “taxes.” But when your biggest concern 

is having enough money left to cover your monthly bills, that’s mumbo jumbo. Money for the 

government is money for the government. It doesn’t matter where it’s going or what you call it. 

 

The Cost-of-Living Burden 

It’s not easy to draw the line between what regulations facilitate authentic capitalism, where 

companies have to use their productivity innovations in order to sell competitive products at 

competitive prices to customers with options, versus regulations that empower monopolies and 

throw up impassable barriers to smaller emerging would-be competitors. In California’s case, 

nobody has even tried to thread that needle.  

Instead, the state legislature has never considered a regulation it didn’t like. With accelerating 

frequency and intensity, and specifically with respect to “saving the planet,” California’s 

regulatory state has made it impossible to live a middle-class lifestyle. 
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Thanks to environmentalists pressuring the state to impose ridiculous “net zero” building codes, 

along with cordoning off cities to prevent the far less expensive option of building on open land, 

the average home in California costs over $728,000. That’s actually down slightly compared to a 

year ago, but payments are still way up. With a 30-year fixed mortgage now up to 7 percent, the 

average home in California will set you back $4,844 per month.  

But that’s not all: California’s much-vaunted low property taxes, at 1 percent, still pack a wallop 

on such a huge base. Add at least another $1,200 per month for the 1 percent property tax, the 

various local “fees” that get around the 1 percent cap, plus mortgage insurance, and homeowners 

insurance. 

How far is that $90,000 per year going, now that you’ve spent $72,000 just to get your family 

under the average roof? Add to that the most expensive total costs for natural 

gas, electricity, gasoline, and water in the United States, and you’ll be lucky to have a dime left 

over for clothing, groceries, or health care. Want to keep your kids out of the public schools? 

Good luck. On average, that will cost another $16,000 per year per child in the Golden State. 

And it is not tax deductible. 

All of these costs are elevated either indirectly or explicitly thanks to environmentalist regulatory 

excess. The state has plenty of land for homes, trees for lumber, abundant reserves of gas and oil, 

and amazingly productive farmland. But in every one of these areas—the foundations of 

prosperity—environmentalist-inspired rules have restricted supply and raised costs. The only 

economic interests that have benefited are monopolists. 

What Kind of Government Is This? 

How did it come to this? Californians pay ridiculously high taxes. If they are within that middle-

class band of income between $90,000 and $160,000 per year, their marginal tax rate 

is more than people earning up to $400,000 per year. And for what? A government passing 

regulations that have made the state unaffordable? California’s government has declared war on 

its hardest-working citizens. It is engaging in what amounts to the economic expulsion of its 

middle-class citizens. 

For California’s low-income communities, the situation is no better. How does it serve social 

justice to make the most basic necessities of life unaffordable? How does it serve environmental 

justice to cram millions of people into already crowded cities because a “greenbelt” has been 

stretched around every urbanized region of this vast, underpopulated state? How does it foster 

upward mobility for low-income families when the only thing achieving middle-class economic 

status brings is no more government subsidies and brand new, crippling rates of taxation in their 

place? 

And then there is the entire spectrum of failed state phenomena—rampant drug addiction, 

decriminalized crime, a completely unregulated homeless population, and public schools where 

children are taught identity politics and climate crisis indoctrination, filling their heads with 

resentment and terror, instead of grammar and multiplication tables.  

Why should anyone work anymore? Why try? The government schools teach values that nurture 

irresponsibility—blame systemic racism and corporate greed for anything missing in your life—

https://www.zillow.com/home-values/9/ca/
https://www.bankrate.com/mortgages/30-year-mortgage-rates/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/natural-gas-prices-have-fallen-back-to-earthexcept-in-california-11673411627
https://www.wsj.com/articles/natural-gas-prices-have-fallen-back-to-earthexcept-in-california-11673411627
https://calmatters.org/california-divide/2021/03/california-high-electricity-prices/
https://www.independent.org/news/article.asp?id=14379
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2022-10-24/millions-of-californians-are-struggling-to-pay-for-water
https://educationdata.org/average-cost-of-private-school
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and at the same time, government regulations have created an economy where even a hard-

working and responsible person cannot afford to live. 

California’s only hope is for its voters to recognize what has happened and, in a multiethnic, 

nonpartisan seismic wave of populist rage, replace every one of their dysfunctional, wholly 

owned legislators. California’s voters must demand politicians and policies that strike a 

reasonable balance between the needs of the environment and the needs of civilization in order 

once again to enable an economy where small companies can compete with large companies, 

where consumers have choices, and a low cost of living appropriately reflects California’s 

abundant resources and innovative people. 

Edward Ring is a senior fellow of the Center for American Greatness. He is also a contributing 

editor and senior fellow with the California Policy Center, which he co-founded in 2013 and 

served as its first president. Ring is the author of Fixing California: Abundance, Pragmatism,  

Optimism (2021) and The Abundance Choice: Our Fight for More Water in California (2022). 

This article first appeared in the American Greatness of June 14, 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS                                                                            

ANDY CALDWELL SHOW NOW LOCAL                     

IN SLO COUNTY 

Now you can listen to THE ANDY CALDWELL SHOW  
in Santa Barbara, Santa Maria & San Luis Obispo Counties! 

 
We are pleased to announce that The Andy Caldwell Show is now 

broadcasting out of San Luis Obispo County on FM 98.5 in addition to AM 
1290/96.9 Santa Barbara and AM 1240/99.5 Santa Maria 

 
The show now covers the broadcast area from Ventura to Templeton -  

http://www.google.com/imgres?start=144&rlz=1T4ADRA_enUS556US556&tbm=isch&tbnid=bNh77TRjKKwK-M:&imgrefurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/news9405.php&docid=tyoBhh9O1_V_FM&imgurl=http://newsletters.embassyofheaven.com/news9405/horse.gif&w=292&h=280&ei=PtDVUrCQPMOy2wW1j4DgDQ&zoom=1&iact=rc&dur=1036&page=8&ndsp=21&ved=0CJ4BEIQcMDM4ZA
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THE only show of its kind on the Central Coast covering local, state, 
national and international issues!  3:00-5:00 PM WEEKDAYS 
You can also listen to The Andy Caldwell Show LIVE on the Tune In Radio 
App and previously aired shows at:  3:00-5:00 PM WEEKDAYS  
 

 COUNTY UPDATES OCCUR MONDAYS AT 4:30 PM 
MIKE BROWN IS THE REGULAR MONDAY GUEST AT 4:30! 

 

 
 

SUPPORT COLAB 

  

 

   

 

                

 

 

 
 

MIKE BROWN ADVOCATES BEFORE THE BOS 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/T17uSFpWkcw/mqdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https://calcoastnews.com/2016/07/slo-county-supervisors-put-sales-tax-ballot/&docid=OUqi0WLMze01uM&tbnid=ql40TXlQtctTiM:&vet=1&w=320&h=180&bih=643&biw=1366&ved=0ahUKEwif6I7UuL7VAhVkqFQKHUqaAcc4ZBAzCDsoNTA1&iact=c&ictx=1
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wv6B06qB7-ZnuXLgl1J0yIlTxOCY2PpdIElhtHAOK7v28eOOR5ibwpsPhlADImlvI-uFwWHWoo5J8L6SjyU7BKPzq1QzctWsfSGTQKNxMu5qz7mNq5BrtredjlioxdwcH-uYII8Mf7zi4zM9Tn5eVYOqxcvLzO9NDU2HsXhVms-ujpBr7ePDPQ==&c=4iCWmBKlTqfjKqciNrC0lh0RDf6r1VX_zO0UzoGMmrmOersLVBf-tQ==&ch=vn-4cYs7ynIPFDXBZWt6iLor7Y6BYqppfzW_y4OhA2qsbDufB_ayGg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wv6B06qB7-ZnuXLgl1J0yIlTxOCY2PpdIElhtHAOK7v28eOOR5ibwpsPhlADImlvI-uFwWHWoo5J8L6SjyU7BKPzq1QzctWsfSGTQKNxMu5qz7mNq5BrtredjlioxdwcH-uYII8Mf7zi4zM9Tn5eVYOqxcvLzO9NDU2HsXhVms-ujpBr7ePDPQ==&c=4iCWmBKlTqfjKqciNrC0lh0RDf6r1VX_zO0UzoGMmrmOersLVBf-tQ==&ch=vn-4cYs7ynIPFDXBZWt6iLor7Y6BYqppfzW_y4OhA2qsbDufB_ayGg==
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VICTOR DAVIS HANSON ADDRESSES A COLAB FORUM 

 

 
 

DAN WALTERS EXPLAINS SACTO MACHINATIONS AT A COLAB FORUM 

     
AUTHOR & NATIONALLY SYNDICATED COMMENTATOR BEN SHAPIRO 

APPEARED AT A COLAB ANNUAL DINNER 

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://i.ytimg.com/vi/HfU-cXA7I8E/maxresdefault.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfU-cXA7I8E&docid=HSEK4W0x1Civ2M&tbnid=NICVGZqZ5lbcVM:&vet=10ahUKEwikrJ-euL7VAhVrjVQKHaCPD_sQMwg5KBMwEw..i&w=1280&h=720&bih=643&biw=1366&q=colab san luis obispo&ved=0ahUKEwikrJ-euL7VAhVrjVQKHaCPD_sQMwg5KBMwEw&iact=mrc&uact=8
http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/images/item/benshapiro-fox2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://mediamatters.org/blog/2013/06/27/breitbartcoms-shapiro-imagines-churches-will-no/194656&h=596&w=924&tbnid=EJgjcBHeHP0_yM:&zoom=1&docid=jg6l7tHrajWRPM&ei=i2WHVJLMFdHtoASbxYDIBw&tbm=isch&ved=0CFIQMygVMBU&iact=rc&uact=3&dur=498&page=2&start=10&ndsp=21
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NATIONAL RADIO AND TV COMMENTATOR HIGH HEWITT AT COLAB DINNER 

 

   
MIKE BROWN RALLIED THE FORCES OUTDOORS DURING COVID LOCKDOWN 

 

    

 

JOIN OR CONTRIBUTE TO COLAB ON THE NEXT PAGE 

Join COLAB or contribute by control clicking at: COLAB San 

Luis Obispo County (colabslo.org) or use the form below: 

https://www.colabslo.org/membership.asp
https://www.colabslo.org/membership.asp
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiVqOPwpNTdAhWPCDQIHaC7AVYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/hugh-hewitt/&psig=AOvVaw2KgvCuZhnzSimJIDCbQjwj&ust=1537900749442226
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